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The moment the heart stops is considered time of death. But does death overtake our mind
immediately afterward or does it slowly creep in?.
Theories about the afterlife vary greatly between cultures and religions. Some believe life goes
on after death and others are convinced life as. 6 days ago WHEN you die you KNOW you're
dead, according to terrifying new research with profound implications for world religions.
MEN and women who DIED after serious accidents before being miraculously resuscitated
have given chillingly bleak accounts of the afterlife. Is there life after death? This is a question
that everyone asks. Maybe not today but we will inevitably ask it one day. Perhaps tomorrow,
because of someone. We are learning, however, that death isn't instant. Our brains are now
thought to continue to work for 10 minutes or so after we die, meaning.
Our spirits are divine and they are eternal; they existed long before we were born, and they
will continue on forever after we die. In many ways we can compare.
Afterlife is the concept that an essential part of an individual's identity or the stream of
consciousness continues to manifest after the death of the physical body.
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